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Honors Symposium Debates
Pros, Cons Of Studying
By MARION BORISEVIC
"Study Habits and Techniques"
as the topic for the Honors
ouncil sponsored symposium
Jeld last Tuesday, November 29.
lie panel consisted of Mr. Rub>y, Dr. Helmes, Miss Jenkins,
lanne Davis, Ann Allor, Linda
ardner, and Tootsie Kay. The
lscussion of study habits dealt
ith questions undoubtably in the
hind of every student: Why do
e study? How does the surroundtag atmosphere effect our study
abits? How can professors chalinge students' thinking? These
ere some of the questions which
loused a volley of responses
roni panel members and par-

LC And H-S Produce
"The Heiress" This Week

ticipating students. The faculty
members presented some littleheard remarks in response to
what the professor's role is and
also in relation to what they had
learned from their personal experiences.
Students bravely voiced some
gripes such as "We never have
enough time!" and "It's hard to
be interested in every course
you take!" The many opinions,
both pro and con, made the discussion a lively and successful
one. Future symposiums are
planned and students are urged to
take advantage of this opportunity
to aid themselves in developing
the study habits that are most
effective for them.
Rehersal for "The Heiress", seen In Jarman December
8. 9. 10.

Election Candidates
Review Purposes

Candidates for House Association are. 1. to r., Satan
Mm 11 vice -president Holly Woodford, secretary: Terry
Knight, secretary: Betsy Manson, vice-president; Claudia
Adams, treasurer; and Anne Moslry, secretary.

Candidates for Judlcal Board are. I. to r.; secretary. Sally
llrilman. SUcy Dodge; vice-chairman. May ling Simpson. Myra
Boone.

House Council Reviewing
''Strict Study" Process
The House Council of House
.ssociation is currently in the
rocess of re-evaluating Strict
tudy Hour. A committee which
as been formed for this purpose
s conducting an extensive and
omprehensive survey of the
resent system with a view
oward modifying or changing the
tudy conditions that now prevail
t Longwood. As a result of this
tudy the committee will present
recommendation to House
:ouncil that will alleviate many
f the problems that are found in
•ur present Strict Study Hour.
In an effort to obtain the best
mssible answer to this question,
he committee has broken the

survey down into many phases.
1. They are talking with as
many members of the student body as possible in order to obtain a consensus
of student opinion.
2. They are talking with a great
many of the faculty members hoping to find much
needed information and ideas
from them.
3. They are talking with the
Head Residents in order to
secure their opinion and possible suggestions on the matter.
4. They are talking with members of the Administration
(Continued on Page 3)
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By JOANNE BLACK
Tomorrow night at 7:30p.m. in
Jarman Auditorium the curtains
will open on the Longwood Players and Hampden - Sydney
Jongleurs' second production of
the semester, "The Heiress."
The drama will be presented
again on Friday and Saturday
night at the same time.
The central action of the play is
centered around Catherine Sloper, played by Shirley Timberlake,
who is a shy, sensitive girl
passed the normally accepted age
for marriage. Suppressed by the
over-protection of her domineering father, played by Tom Bradley, Catherine meets and falls
deeply in love with Morris Townsend, a gold-digging, opportunist
played by Neil Aird. When the
father learns that Townsend has
proposed to his daughter, he
claims he will disinherit her if
she marries.
The set, quite different from
the one used in the Broadway

production of "The Heiress,"
was designed by Dr. Patton Lockwood. The actual construction of
the set was done by the play production class, under the supervision of Mr. Dale Melseness,
the director.
Costumes, representing fashions of the 1850's, were designed and made by members of the
costume crew. Fine quality materials were carefully selected
to make the costumes in an attempt to increase the quantity of
the Longwood Players'wardrobe.
All students are reminded to
bring with them to the production
their data processing ticket card
for admission.

Yuletide Concert
Features Choir,
Madrigal Singers

BY SUE FULLER
The Longwood College Concert
Choir assisted by the Madrigal
Singers
will present their annual
By IDA MAYE SIMMONS
qualifications. However, realizChristmas Concert Sunday, DeLegislative Board candidates ing the importance of the position
cember 11 at 3:30p.m. inJarman
are, for Vice Chairman.Carolynn of Secretary, I understand the
Auditorium. The program under
Hingerty, Carolyn Somma, and need for accurate notes and
the direction of Dr. John Molnar
Esther Williams; for Secretary, prompt preparation which will be
features a variety of music for
Martha Kay; and for Treasurer, required of me. I will be gratiRecently Miss Malinda Ayres the Yuletide: Sixteenth Century
Candy Jamison.
fied for a chance to serve the
and three students worked out a compositions like Monteverdi's
Statements of the candidates students of Longwood."
"Hodie Christmas Natus Est"
are as follows:
CANDY JAMISON: "Because policy for the running of the new to Bach's well-known cantata,
Wesley
Foundation
Center.
It
has
CAROLYN HINGERTY: "lam of my interest in Longwood Colrunning for Vice Chairman of the lege and the Student Government been approved by Dean Wilson and "For Unto Us a Child is Born;"
Legislative Board because I am Association, I am running for the Wesley Foundation Board of songs of many nationalities like
Katstalsky's "Hail, Holy Light"
very interested in working with Treasurer* of the Legislative Directors. It follows:
(Russian),
Kodaly's "The Angels
Hours
for
the
Center
will
be
the Freshman Orientation Pro- Board. I would like to contribute
gram and with the Legislative to the relationship between the daily from 9-6 and, if a hostess and the Shepherds (Hungarian),
Board in the best interest of the students, faculty, and adminis- is on duty, from 7-10 on week and an old Scottish carol, "What
student body."
tration and help increase har- nights, 7-11 on Saturdays, if Strangers are These?"; and
CAROLYNN SOMMA: "The pro- mony and unity among these in- someone is present. Sunday it will finally, a group of folk and trabe open all day and close after ditional carols in the modern
gress made by Longwood in the terrelated constituents."
the Sunday night meeting unless idiom: for example, "the Covenpast few years has reflected .
the increasing maturity of her I Judicial Board candidates are, someone wants to use it. A sign- try Carol" and "The first
students, and I would like to I Myra Boone, and Mayling Simp- up book will be available in the Nowell." Interspersed in the program will be the numbers "In
formulate these new ideas into | son for Vice Chairman, and Stacy center on the front counter.
No food will be allowed up on Natali Domoni" and "Psallite
effective measures which would Dodge and Sally Heilman for
the first floor except cokes when Unigento" by Praetorlus.assung
benefit the student body. With the Secretary.
cooperation of each of you, Iwould j Statements of the candidates they have jackets on them. These by the Madrigal Singers with
may be brought into the library. drector James McCombs.
make the Legislative Board a| are as follows:
genuine, representative organi- MYRA BOONE: "I believe that A coke machine is in the base- Accompanying the Choir will
zation."
our right to trial by our fellow ment, as well as a kitchen. Uses be pianist Rosemarle Walker,
ESTHER WILLIAMS: "lam run- students is a right we are fortu- of the kitchen are posted there. a junior music major, and servStudents may date in the center ing as vocal soloists will be Linda
ning for the officeofVice-Presi- nate in having. I realize the
if
arrangements have been made Pritchard, Gall Milstead, Carodent of the Legislative Board tremendous responsibility inbecause I worked on the Legis- volved in serving in a judicial previously with the director. The lyn Brockmeyer, Ann Fleshman,
lative Board this past summer capacity and I would like to run kitchen, patio and fireplace out- and Phala Leggette. Other memside may be used if advance ar- bers of the Choir are sopranos
and was very interested in it. I for this office."
(I) Dian Cogburn, Diana Cole,
feel that is is an important job, MAYLING SIMPSON: "It is rangements have been made.
The Center is not completed Jean Dickenson, Helen Ford, Sue
and I wish to offer my services." my belief that the retention of
MARTHA KAY: "Never having a strong Judicial Board at Long- and will be open Thursday, De- Fuller, Sarah Gibbons, Joyce
served on Legislative Board, I wood is essential to the via- cember 8, from 3-5 or 7-9 for Harris, Betty Lou Helblg, Carol
Lee, Christine Mannina, Ruth
tours.
can show no previously earned
(Continued on Page 4)
Morehead, TulitaPickens Owens,
Jeannie Powell, Martha Reynolds
and Pat Thrift. Second sopranos
are Bonnie Gay Andrews, Joan
Emerson, Pat Linsmen, Terry
MacCarthy, Elaine Maxey, Nancy
Parsons, Myrtle Powell, Janet
Stansberry, Rose Ellen Stewart,
Meredith Vedder, and La von Wilson. The thirteen first altos include Sylvia Butler, Laura Clark
(Treasurer), Sandy Curry, Jennifer Dunville CarolynGates.Hortense Mitchell, Phyllis Myers,
Bula Payne, Glnny Polndexter,
Sue Ramsey (President), Janet
Sofley, Diane Stout, and Jo Anne
Tucker (Secretary). Second altos
are Elizabe.h Ball, Claudia Cunningham, Martha Drummond,
Bette Ferguson, Diane Ritchie,
Lucinda Sasser, Sally Sue Smith,
and Stuart Windle.
The Longwood Music Department hopes that you will join
them in a musical tribute to the
Candidates for legislative Board are.
Carolyn Hingerty. Esther Williams, Carolynn Christmas season. No admission
1. lo r.. secretary. Martha Kay: vice-president,
will be charged.
Somma. and treasurer, Candy Jamison.

Wesley's State
Policies Of New
Youth Center

Id
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Oleg Cassini Says

Rotunda Staff Salutes

IS HIM VERSUS HER?
I am told that it is quite ordinary for a man to have no opinior
at all about the clothes his ladylove wears. Not that he is no
allowed to, but that he actually doesn't. Oh, he may know when h«
We hove an unsung hero here at Longwood that, in
thinks she looks good, but nothing too much more specific than that
all probability, we do not even know about. His name is
Ah, how blissful for you if all men were like that.
Mr M J Pennock, director of the Dining Hall, and it is
But, it isn't so, and what does a woman do when he sees it on<
The Rotunda's purpose this week to thank him in print for
way and she sees it another? How firmly should she stick with wha>
the |ob he does for all of us here.
she knows looks best and, how much should she defer to what he li
No one could adequately comprehend the enormity
equally sure of?
of a |ob like managing a dining hall until they have tried
A lot depends on exactly how
it themselves, so that makes us doubly glad that there is
stubborn and sure of yourself
someone like Mr Pennock around. It is a large, and, proeach of you is. As in most of
bably at times, very perplexing job, but we feel that he
life, the stronger point of view
performs it with honest sincerity and concern for Longwill tend to triumph, and if you're
wood students.
weak-kneed you may be doomed
Perhaps we should realize that cooking for 1600
to look the way he wants you to
people is considerably different than that of "mama's
(which may actually be better
coddled foods," and that our food is considerably better
than your own preference.)
than that of other institutions of comparable size. A lot
But the more common situation
depends on a school's individual manager He is who really
involves a man with opinions and
is responsible for the quality of food and variety served at
a woman with a check book, and
the meal times. Longwood offers variety, and quality, in
what's the poor man to do in the
the meals we have We have Mr. Pennock to thank for
face of a fait accompli? Stopping
this
payment on the check gets emOur dining hall management is always ready to
barrassing after a while, so It
serve us in personal, or with organizational, affairs, which
becomes easier to just get used
to the way she looks or try not
is a service not always offered at a college Mr. Pennock
has genuine interest in Longwood College, and is glad to
to look at her at all.
And that is the most common
nelp out in any way he can. We all enioy the little "extras"
fate of all. The woman goes her
he gives us, such as the picnic at the end of the year, and
merry way, and the man tries
the birthday dinners, and doughnuts for those nights he
not to look, preferring instead
knows we'll be up late These are all little things that
OI.KG ( ASSINI
to look at a woman who more
count so much toward our enjoyment of college.
suits his taste ideal. This may
So, Mr Pennock, we of The Rotunda staff salute you
account for a large part of the female-gazing that exists. It isn':
for the fine |ob you're doing here at Longwood, and, althat he thinks she's necessarily prettier - she just looks so mucf
though we may not mention it very often, we want you to
better. I mean if you're wearing the vinyl, he is probably lookin/
know we appreciate you very, very much.
at her because she isn't. If she's wearing it and he is still looking
it's either in disgust if she's a great-looking girl, or you're wearim
something even worse.
9
I know a man who absolutely hates to see a woman in pants
and his wife, who used to look marvelous in them, has given then
By PHYLLIS HUMMER
Nowadays men are being en- on T.V. to the percentage of up. Did she do the right thing? Hard question. If it is a balance
couraged to foUow the "fairer those students using deodorant, and happy relationship, she isn't really giving up too much I
sex" in more than one way. . . have recently been published order to make him a bit happier. It's not as if it leaves her wit
We find many wearing such femi- in booklet form under the title nothing to wear. But if she's a long-haired beat type who won'
nine articles as girdles, hair of "Characteristics of the Col- be caught dead in anything but pants, then she really can't an
shouldn't give them up. But he probably would not have ende
pieces, cologne (Have you yet lege Market."
been "caught by the spell of The report states that clothing up with that type anyway.
So you see, it's really a matter of judgment, of balancing th
Chanel" on your favorite beau?), represents a major expense for
skin fresheners, make-up ("It's college students. Half or more normal give-and-take of a healthy relationship. If he detest
of the male students own: two
Dear Editor:
think we speak for others around not a girly cover-up" they allj suits, two sport coats, seven empire-cut clothes, it won't kill you to make that sacrifice. Bu
It is our opinion that after a them. Such conduct as throwing say), fake eyelashes (one design- slacks, five pairs of shoes, six if he controls aU of your choices and demands adherence to a)
fashion dictates, that's quite a different matter, probabl
hard day of study and classes, an fruit or cookies to one another, er of fake lashes for men claims dress shirts, and 10 sport shirts. his
harming if not ruining the rest of your relationship as well
evening meal should be one of en- singing, sitting during the bless- that men judge other men by They also own five sweaters,
Maybe you just shouldn't tell him it is returnable.
joyment at the individual tables; ing, and monkey-like conduct - the look in their eyes and if their nine ties, 10 pairs of underFASHION MIRROR
eyes
stand
out
more,
it's
a
defiat least, this seems to be the really, is this necessary? Come
wear, 2 pajamas, and three belts.
Whether
you call them evening
nite
business
advantage),
and
majority's opinion. Itappears, on, grow up! We hope that the table
In contrast to this, half or more pant suits, party pajamas or
even
hairspray.
One
distressed
however, that some of the stu- in question will be made aware
woman reports her husband of the female students own: three palazzo pants, the fact is that they
dents here don't seem mature of this letter.
coming to bed sporting a hair- suits, 10 dresses, 14 skirts, are gaining momentum in some
enough to consider the feelings
"Table 79"
12 sweaters, 15 blouses, five social circles and are not fading
net!
of those around them. Their kinDonna Jenkins
slacks, and six shorts. They also into the obsolete state of last
If
men
are
going
to
go
in
for
dergarten entertainment is not
Janie Stoops
all the beauty aids that are being own two girdles, two pettipants, year's fad, as some seers were
appreciated by this table, and we
Linda Killmon
predicting. If anything, they are
offered today, their pockets six bras, and 12 panties.
Linda Hunter
In the toiletries department, gaudier and more glamorous than
aren't going to hold all the equipment they'll be needing to carry 70% of college men use razor ever, as the beads and paillettes
around with them. Next thing blades, 98% use toothpaste, 62% and silvery shimmer of the most
you know, there wiU be hand- use mouthwash, and 95?c use elegant and formal evening wear
bags for men to match their deodorant. (That blind date you extends all the way to the pantsuits. It seems that manufactur- had last week end was probably suit. Tops can be cut any way,
from men's styling to very open
Like many things Chi had a stones for Stevens, Jarman and ers of women's items are missing! in the 5% who didn't.)
simple beginning. It was in 1900 South Cunningham; and erecting one bet - starting a campaign | The report also surveys tele- halter tops trimmed with ostrich
vision preferences. About half or mink. The pants are almost
at the time of its founding as it the sun-dial behind the Library. to get men to carry handbags.
is now - not people, but a spirit These are tangible evidences of Now for some inside "scoop," of today's college men watch universally cut fuU and flowing
and a desire on the part of a Chi, but are not the very es- gals. National Educational Ad- night-time T.V. Their favorite gracefuUy at the bottom. This
group of Longwood students to sence of its meaning.
vertising Services, an agency programs include "Get Smart," requirement of grace in turn
inspire others with this spirit.
The intangible spirit of Long- which serves advertising in col- "Man from U.N.C.L.E.," and places emphasis on fabric, and
This is and always has been wood that is present in the heart lege newspapers, set out to de- "Bonanza."
crepe seems the most popular.
Chi.
These are just a few of the For a few brief moments you
of each girl here is the real termine exactly what the characEvery year the spirit of Chi reason for Chi's existence. This teristics of the coUege market many statistics compiled in the may also see some lush velvet,
has been demonstrated in some spirit that expresses itself in are. This was done through a report, but they give a repre- but its season is limited by the
more concrete way. Throughout friendly hellos that make Long- survey conducted by Mai plan Re- sentative idea of the characteris- calendar while crepe goes on
its existence Chi has strived to wood famous for warmth and search who interviewed approx- tics of the college market.
forever.
I had to chuckle and couldn't
FASHION TIP
enrich Longwood's t radition, friendliness; the enthusiastic imately 4,640,000 undergracuate
meaning and enjoyment. The support of the many and varied students in four-year institu- help but suspect that our genera- Are you a home sewer who is
tion of fellers holds some strange tired of fussing around with zipvaried projects have included re- activities; the cooperation of the itions.
placing Joan of Arc in the Ro- student body; and just that cer- Their findings, ranging any- tastes when I read that 158,000 pers on the things you make?
tunda when the original was be- tain something that makes Long- where from the number of stu- (5.6%) college men own hair Well, cheer up for help is In
PANTSUITS
sight. It seems that a new process
yond repair; landscaping the Dell wood live in the hearts of her dents who watch "Get Smart" dryers. Does yours?
ABOUND
can
make
zippers
bondable
to
at Longwood Estate; tiling the alumnae - these are the essence
most
fabrics
by
heat
rather
than
by
stitching.
An ordinary zippe
floor in the Rec; laying corner- of Chi.
CHI
is used - but one that by a special process is custom-coate
with an adhesive that will heat-seal the zipper to the fabric i
just seconds. It ought to work on clothes, slip-covers, eve
luggage, they say. Anything that is ironable, one presume.*
It doesn't cost very much to have the zipper processed with th
special adhesive, either - as you will soon be able to find out.

Slater System Manager

Men Seek Beauty Aids;

Buy Hairnets Make-Up

Letter To The Editor

Evening Meal Conduct
Questioned In Letter

Essence Of Chi

Academic Affairs Comm.

The Rotunda

Spotlights Dr. Badger
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At this time the Academic Affairs Committee would like to
recognize Dr. Blanche C. Badger
for her accomplishments, both
inside and outside of the Longwood College community.
As Chairman of the Department of Mathematics at Longwood
College, Mrs. Badger is called
upon to contributeto many phases
of education in the Commonwealth
of Virginia. Quite active on the
state level, she has served as
consultant at state-wide Mathematics Conferences, participated
in the Virginia High School Visitings Scientists Program sponsored by the National Science
Foundation, and served on the
writing team for revision and
evaluation of the "Mathematics
Curriculum Guide, 8-12," which
was organized by the State Department of Education. In addition, she has served on visiting committees of the state for
evaluating high schools and has
contributed to upgrading the endorsement requirements for

teachers of Mathematics through
her work with the State Committee on Teacher Training in
Mathematics and Science. Quite
frequently Mrs. Badger has requests for curriculum outlines
and for advice on course content from high school teachers
throughout the state.
Although Mrs. Badger is not
fond of public speaking, she considers this an essential part of
her position at Longwood College.
Speaking throughout the state in
locations ranging from the University of VirginiainCharlottesville to Portsmouth, Mrs. Badger has lectured on numerous
topics varying from "How are
Entering College Freshmen Doing in Mathematics Today?" to
"Set Language and Symbols: Aid
in Clarifying Concepts of Inequalities."
An exciting experience for
Mrs. Badger was the selection
of Longwood College for a Na(Continued on Page 3)

New Resident Comes To North Cunningham
By CAROL SKELLEY
A quick look around campus
reveals another new face at LCthat of Mrs. Preas, new head
resident of North Cunningham
dormitory. Mrs. Preas is a Virginia native and is of course
partial to the state as well as

DR. BLANCHE BADGER

to the people.
If any of you sports mlndei
folks are wondering, her Vir
ginia relatives Include the famou
football player, George Preas
She has one married daughte
living in Idaho.
Mrs. Preas was formerly th
dorm mother for 75 girls a
Glacier National Park in Mon
tana, so she is no stranger to he
new job. Her desciption of th
park was magnificent and she ha
Information concerning it if an
LC girls are interested in goin
on a trip.
Mrs. Preas commented on th<
fact that everyone at Longwoo<
has been so nice and had mad
her feel so welcome. It's nc
hard to see why! She's a delight
nil person and we hope she wil
continue to enjoy her stay a
Longwood.

Longwood College, Farmville, Va., December 7, 1966
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Round Robin Volleyball Rules

Two Military Officers

Set Tournament For Dec. 1-8

Become LC Managers

Below are the rules and schedules for Volleyball-Round Robin
Tournament, Class, and Color
games. Please read all rules so
that your team won't miss any of
Its games, practices, or matches.
Round Robin Tournament Dec.
1-8:
1. There are 28 teams participating.
2. The teams are divided into
four leagues.
3. Each team plays every other
team in their league.
4. The winner of the most games
in each league is the champion of that league.
5. On Dec. 12 an elimination
tournament will be played by
the winners of each league.
Rules for the Round Robin
Tournament are:
1. If there are not six members
of the team present within
five minutes of game time,
the opposing team will win by
default.
2. The games will be eight

minutes each.
3. The winning team must have
won two out of three games
in the match.
4. The team which is ahead at
the end of eight minutes is
the winner of the game.
5. If a game should end in a tie,
an extra three minutes will be
played. If at the end of this
time the game is still tied, it
shall remain a tie.
Eight general practices are
required to play Class Volleyvall:
Anyone who is not on a team
may come to the New Gym at
10:00 if a tournament is not
being played and practice. Check
the A. A. Board for this information.
Class Volleyball selection and
practices:
1. There will be General Practices at 6:45 and 10:00 on
Dec. 13 for anyone who has
eight practices and would like
to play Class.

Varsity Swim Team
Competes With W&M
On November 22, Longwood's
Varsity Swimming Team traveled
to Williamsburg to compete with
William and Mary in the first
dual meet of the season. Just last
year this varsity sport was organized, and, despite inexperience and lack of the best facilities, this year's team is doing a
great job. Miss Buch, a new
Physical Education professor at
L. C, has certainly started the
squad off on the right foot.
At William and Mary, the team
lost 51-19, but showed that they
had the potential to win. Stefanie
DeRoss won two first places in

Gymnastics Club
New To Campus;
Offers Coaching

the 50 yard breaststroke with a
time of 37.0 seconds, and in the
100 yard medley with a time of
1.15.6. Suzanne Turner placed
second in the 100 yard freestyle
and timed 1.09.5. Swimming in
the 50 yard freestyle and the
50 yard Butterfly, Betty Boylan
and Chris Naylor, respectively,
won third place. Candee Dickenman, diving high, placed second in
her competition. Frances Bain,
Eleanor Umbdenstock, Cadell
Hollyfield and Wanda Wright also
competed in the meet. Congratulations to these girls for a fine
meet, and good luck in your
i next competition.
Potential divers and swim'mers alert! The Varsity Team
is always on the lookout for new
members, to train and participate in the season's meets and
also next year. Support your varsity teams!

A gymnastics club is now being
formed on our campus. All you
need is an interest in gymnastics,
because if you have no experience
there will be someone to help
you learn the skills. The gymnastics club will be sponsored
and coached by Miss Nancy AnMiss Dianne Lee Davis, a
drews of the Physical Education
department. If enough interest Longwood College senior from
is shown, a varsity team will Springfield, Va., traveled to St.
be able to represent Longwood Louis, Missouri, during the
at interscholastic and AAU ! Thanksgiving holidays to parmeets. The girls will also be ticipate in the national hockey
trained in judging and will be | tournament.
As a member of the alternate
able to attend and judge the high
school meet at Falls Church, | team of the Southeast Hockey ReVa., in March of next year. Meet- | serve Team, Miss Davis was
ings and practices will be held , chosen from members of college
each Wednesday from 4:30 to teams in the Tidewater Section
5:45 p.m. Anyone having a 4:00 to be a member of the alternate
class may come at 5:00. Prac- team. She is the fifth girl from
tices will be in Gym 3. the old Longwood College ever to have
been asked to participate in the
laundry building.
Listen for more announce- national hockey tournament.
Miss Davis is majoring in
ments in the dining hall concerning this, and if you have any | physical education and plans to
questions, Miss Andrews will icontinue her education upon
be happy to answer them. Her [graduation in June. She is a memoffice is located in the new gym- I ber of the college's hockey, basnasium. The gymnastics team ketball, and archery varsity
teams, and is treasurer of the
needs YOU!
Athletic Association.

Diane Davis Plays
Holiday Hockey
In St. Louis, Mo.

THE ACHIEVEMENT
OF EXCELLENCE
Is Our Ambition . . .
• Hair Styling
• Haircuts
• Tinting
• Stripping
• Frosting
• Shampoo and Set
• Permanents
• Body Wave
You'll Love The
Flattering, Work
Always Done Under
Expert Supervision
And It's Quite Reasonable, Too!
Foi Your Appointment
Phone 392-5719
BEAUTY COLLEGE
OF VIRGINIA

2. After the 10:00 practice each
class will select eight players from their class to represent them in the class
games.
3. There will be a Class practice at 6:45 on Dec. 14.
Class games:
1. Class games will begin on
Dec. 14 at 10:00, and on Dec.
15 at 6:45 and 10:00.
2. If you are selected for a
class team, you must attend
every class game or you will
be dropped from the team and
someone else will be added.
3. Ten points will be awarded
toward Class Cup to the winning team.
A selection committee composed of faculty members will
select eight pliyers from the
Green & White classes and eight
from the Red & White classes.
Color games will be played on
January 4 and 5.
The elimination tournament of
Dec. 12 will be played as follows:
At 10:00 the Champions of
League I will play the Champions
of League II, and the Champions
of League III will play the Champions of League IV. At 10:25
the winners of the above games
will play for the final championship. During this time a consolation game will also be played
by the losers of the above games.
Please be sure to check the
A. A. Bulletin Board for a schedule of your team's games!

Green & Whites
Win Ten Points
In Color Hockey
The Green & Whites now have
10 points toward the Color Cup
for winning the color hockey
tournament. All in all, the three
game tournament was quite interesting. The Green & Whites
won the first color game on
Connie Spradlin's goal which
came In the first half of the
game. The score was 1-0. The
next color game was a real
battle in which there was no
victor. Both teams exhibited
great defensive skill as the game
ended in a 0-0 tie. On November
22, the third and final game
got under way. This was the
most exciting game of the three
and it was a close one all the
way. The ball was driven into
one cage and then the other and
the game, once again finished
in a tie-this time 2-2.
Because the color games were
designated as a three game tournament and two of the games were
ties, the points for Color Cup
were awarded to the Green &
Whites who were the winners of
one game. Congratulations!
Give That Man
In Your Life
A Puritan Sweater From

Recreation Bowling is
open to everyone. Each student may play three free
games each week-the games
will be paid for by the A. A.

HE HUB
And While Your're

DEE DEE HOLDREN

Sports Spotlight
Shines Holdren
In Center Ring
By GINNY SIRC
Look! The Spotlight is on Julie
Andrews - oops! - I mean Dee
Dee Holdren. Yes, Dee Dee is
often mistaken for Julie, that
is until she starts to sing "The
hills are alive" in her monotone voice. She is the only member of Zeta Tau Alpha who is
paid each year not to sing at
the Rush parties! Last year Dee
Dee served as Rush Chairman
for the sorority.
Dee Dee was also active in
Circus this year — would you
believe she was one of the G lops?
Swimming is her favorite sports
activity. She has been affiliated
with the Corkettes and the H20
Club for four years and was
secretary of H20 last year. She
has also participated in class
swim meets and was a member
of the Varsity Swim Team. This
year Dee Dee is helping Miss
Bush manage and coach the Swim
Team. Her summers are spent
in West Virginia, where she is
a camp waterfront instructor,
and while at school this year,
she serves as lifeguard at Rec
Swims.
She has played Varsity Tennis
for two years, class and color
hockey and class volleyball. Dee
Dee is the proud possessor of a
blue L.C. blazer and is the current President of the Monogram
Club. Much work has been done
by Dee Dee as an A.A. Council
member, and this year she is
serving as Spring Sports Chairman.
Her favorite saying is "I luff
you." And what about those size
10 tap shoes-"humongousfeet!"
There's a rumor around campus
that Dee Dee's favorite pastime
is golf, especiaUy the 5th tee!
She is known in her room as
"Our third roommate." After
taking a course in astronomy,
her favorite date is none other
than that super-tough guy, Orion!
Her breakfast each day consists
of hot tea and Moonples. One of
Dee Dee's hobbies is knitting look out all you Zeta's, you'll
be getting socks for Christmas!
"Horatio" Holdren's cigarette
smoking friends talked her into
taking Ceramics as an elective they're all getting ash trays for
Christmas.
Second block will find Dee Dee
teaching modern dance and
tumbling at Thomas Jefferson
High School in Richmond. Her
classes will feature ceramics
and singing and sports.

Sero Shirt To Go

House Association
Works Re-Evaluating
Strict Study Hour

With It.

(Continued from Page 1)

There Pick Out A

Christmas Cards, Decorations, and Gifts

LANSCOTT'S
'Gifts That Are Different'

Take a look ot our Holiday Sportswear
BOBBIE BROOKS
Skirts, Sweaters, and Slacks
All in pastel colors1
And See Our gift department boutique
Gifts from all over the world
plus free gift wrapping
AT THE

DOROTHY MAY SHOP

in an effort to find out if they
feel that it is effective or not.
5. They are writing to other
colleges similar to Longwood
to see what their study conditions and regulations are
and what they have found to
be most effective.
Strict Study Hour could possibly be abolished or at least extensively modified as a result
of the findings of this study. One
of the very strong possibilities
that looms on the horizon is that
of a Quiet Hour which would
stimulate more student responsibility. Whatever the result of this
study may be, one thing is certain -changes inStrict Study Hour
will be made.
Therefore, it is essential that
the student body take an active

The appointment of Lt. Col.
John E. Carr III and Lt. (j.g.)
Jimmy H. Paul to the two top
positions in the business management of Longwood College is
announced by President James
H. Newman.
As business manager and
treasurer and assistant manager and treasurer, respectively,
they succeed Jacob H. Wamsley
and Ronald G. Lawhorne.
This fall Wamsley, who had
served as Longwood's business
manager and treasurer for more
than 10 years, accepted a top
administrative position in higher
education for the state of Georgia.
Mr. Lawhorne succeeded Wamsley as business manager and
treasurer of Longwood but recently resigned the position to
accept a similar post at Hampden-Sydney College.
A 42-year-old U. S. Army
staff officer, who is about to
retire from active service, Carr
will assume his new post on
Dec. 5. As an ordnance officer
Carr has had a broad background
of high military administrative
experience. His military efficiency rating places him in
the top one per cent of all Army
officers.

JOHN E. CARR. Ill
New Business Manager

Academic Affairs
Committee Sites
Dr. Badger In Work

Since 1965 he has held the
post of personnel management
officer at headquarters, Department of the Army, a position
in which he has been responsible
for the career management of
some 7,000 U. S. Army officers
assigned throughout the world.
Carr served as comptroller for
headquarters of the U. S. Army
in Europe, in which position he
was responsible for the preparation and execution of an annual
$12,000,000 budget.
Other responsibilities associated with his position as comptroller included civilian pay and
benefits, operation, maintenance,
and repair of facilities valued
at $100,000,000, general education development program for
U. S. forces in Europe, and
specific finance, accounting, and
management functions in additional areas of activity.
Carr's military career also includes having served as company
commander in a basic training
center, staff assignments at
battalion, regiment, division, and
corps headquarters, adjutant of
battalion and regiment headquarters, commander of ordnance company, assistant professor of military science and
tactics at The Citadel, and materiel officer in army depots
throughout France.
Carr received the B.S. in commerce degree from The Citadel
and master of business administration from Syracuse University. He also attended an Army
specialized training program in
civil engineering at the University of Cincinnati.
He had the distinction in 1965
of attending the U. S. Army
Command and General Staff College. Other military training included the U. S. Army nuclear
weapons employment officer's
course, ordnance officer's
course, infantry officer's basic
course, and adjutant general
basic officer course.
A native of Richmond, who attended John Marshall High
School, he is married to the
former Miss Jean Wenzel of
Cincinnati, Ohio. The family, including two children, Alfred and
Martha, will live at "Faulkland"
near Meherrin.

(Continued from Page 2)
tional Science Foundation Institute in Mathematics. Her attendance of the Directors' Meeting
in Washington D. C, afforded
Mrs. Badger some valuable professional experience.
Commenting upon her role as
an educator, Mrs. Badger stated:
"During the past five years,
I have attended national Mathematics meetings from Vancouver, Canada, to Miami,
Florida. I do not aspire to the
role of a national educator,
but I feel that in order to perform a capable job at the state
level, I must keep updated as
to current changes throughout
the nation."
Throughout her academic career, Mrs. Badger has accrued
JIMMY H. PAUL
many honors. Having received a
Named Assistant
grant from the National Science
Foundation, she participated in a Paul saw more than three years
summer program for post-doc- of military service with the U.S.
toral study at Vanderbilt Uni- Navy prior to his discharge from
versity. Mrs. Badger has been active duty on Nov. 1.
elected into honorary fraterni- As a lieutenant junior grade,
ties and societies including Delta Supply Corps, he has been staKappa Gamma, Kappa Mu Epsil- tioned recently at the Norfolk
on, Who's Who in American Edu- naval base as a member of the
cation, Men of Science, and Lead- Naval Area Audit Service Norers in American Science.
folk.
The Academic Affairs Com- On an earlier assignment
mittee would like to extend their aboard the U.S.S. Talbot County
congratulations to Mrs. Badger (LST-1153) Paul was in charge
for her numerous achievements of 30 enlisted men engaged in
in Mathematics, and would like supply and disbursements.
to wish her continued success Entering service as an ensign
in her future endeavors.
in July of 1963, he attended officer candidate school at Newand interested part in this study. port, R. I., for 18 weeks, follow.
The results will affect you and ing which he attended Naval Supyour life here at Longwood.
ply Corps School at Athens, Ga.,
The date for a discussion be- for seven months.
tween the members of the com- A 25-year-old native of Arkanmittee and interested members of sas, who spent several years
the Student Body will be announc- in Callforn.a, Paul graduated
ed at a later time. In the mean- from Louisiana Polytechnic Intime, you may contact the fol- stitute in 1963 with a major in
lowing people and let your accounting.
opinion be heard: Freshman- He is married to the former
Bobby Hite; Sophomore - Jinx Susan Scott Harwood of FarmWashington, Janet Williams; Jun- ville. The couple and their fourior - Anne Smith, Sharon Ban- month-old daughter, Susan Shelnon; Senior- Betty MeadeJones, don, plan to make their new home
Glnny Poindexter.
in "The Greens."
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Minor Elections Draivs Candidates For Office, 67-68
(Continued from Page 1)
bility of her Honor System. Because of my past interest in
judicial proceedings and my belief in a strong Honor System,
I am running for Vice Chairman
of Judicial Board."
STACY DODGE: "My previous
experience as Freshman and
Sophomore representative to the
Judicial Board has enabled me to
understand the importance of an
accurate account of all happenings in a Judicial procedure. Because of my experience, I feel
this will be the best way 1 can
serve the Board and the school."
SALLY HEILMAN: "I am running for Secretary of Judicial I
Board because I would like the;
opportunity to share my time and
energy to help strengthen the
board. I feel the board's strength
lies in the fairness, justness,
and objectiveness of its decisions. I would consider it an
honor to take part in this reCandidates for the AthlPtlc Association.
sponsibility."
I. to r.. are PPKK.V Shults. I.vnno It u h.il
House Association candidates Treasurer: sitting. Jean Hendricks. Donna
are Betsy Manson and Suzan
Woltz, for Vice-president,Terry
Knight, Anne Moseley, Holly
Woodford for Secretary, and
Claudia Adams and Jinx Washington for Treasurer.
Statements of the candidates
are as follows:
BETSY MANSON: "One of the
most important elements of a
college is to be wiUing to work
with Student Government. Since
I worked with the same sort of
House problems at Averett, I
feel that even though I am a
transfer I am well acquainted
with the working of House Council."
SUZAN WOLTZ: "I seek this
office in an effort to serve my
school by fulfilling my own desire and interest for the House
Association. I feel qualified to
run through my experience as
Editor-in-Chief of "The Rotunda," which has given me an
excellent understanding of the
inner-workings, procedures and
functions of Longwood College."
TERRY KNIGHT: "OurStudent
Government Association is important in promoting the spirit
of Longwood College. I feel that
every person should take part
in her student government to
insure our self-governing powers as a student body. 1 am running for Secretary of House Association because of my interest
in Longwood and her student
body."
ANNE MOSELEY: "I am running for Secretary of House Association because I am very much
interested in the work of this
organization. Also, I would like
to have the opportunity to help;
achieve the best possible conditions for campus life which would
please both the student body and
the administration."
HOLLY WOODFORD: "I feel
that House Association lias a very
important role on the Longwood
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Trlbby. vlrr-presldrnt: Jane Tibbs, Jane
Curie and Maywood Martin, secretary.

student body."
Campus. It is the responsibility plays."
MEG PHERSON: 'I am inof each student to take an inYWCA candidates are Karen
terest in their student govern- Knopf, Phyllis Myers, and Betty, Crested in running for the office
ment. If elected, I would work; Thomasson for Vice-President, of Sec'y in the YWCA because
for better understanding between Meg Pherson and Alice Putney I feel this is an excellent opporthe student body and the House for Secretary, and Nancy Aiello tunity to share in student activities and Christain growth."
Association rules and purpose." ' for Treasurer.
ALICE PUTNEY: "As a memCLAUDIA ADAMS: "I am run-1 Statements of the Candidates
ber of the '69 Freshman Comning for the office of Treasurer are as follows:
of House Association because
KAREN KNOPF: "In the office mission I learned about the many
through previous work in this of Vice President of the YWCA I opportunities for service offered
in the Y and the many rewarding
experiences afforded by membership in this organization. Now
I would like to be of more service
to the members as Secretary
of the YWCA Cabinet."
NANCY AIELLO: "I am greatly
interested in the activities of the
YWCA here on campus. I have
had experience as treasurer of
clubs in high schools and as a
secretary in a bank, both of
which I enjoyed tremendously.
I would love to be elected treasurer of the YWCA and feel that
I could handle the job capably."
Athletic Association candidates are Jean Hendricks and
Donna Tribby for Vice President, Jane Curie, Linda Martin,
and Jane Tibbs for Secretary,
and Lynne Rachal and Peggy
Candldates for the Y. W. C. A. are. I. to r.. kneeling. Alice Shults for Treasurer.
Statements of the candidates
Pulney. Meg Pherson, secretary; sitting. Nancy Aiello, treasurer: Karen Knopf, Betty Thomasson, and Phyllis Myers, are as follows:
JEAN HENDRICKS: "The Athvice-president.
letic Association is an important
organization, I have found that would try to assist the President part of Longwood College. It
it is a very important one on in carrying out her plans and is an organization where everycampus."
objectives for making the Y a one can participate. As the school
JINX WASHINGTON: "I feel stronger organization on our grows, the Athletic Association
that the duties and responsi- campus. In this capacity, I per- should also grow. It will be
bilities of House Association in- sonally would attempt to stress including more people and offercreased greatly when it became the Y's function as an Inter- ing more activities. There is
an equal branch of student gov- denominal organization and not' something in this organization
ernment and that they must con- one of a select few."
lIor each student to participate
tinue to grow as the student
PHYLLIS MYERS: "The YWCA in."
body grows. I want to be able has meant much to me, both in
DONNA TRIBBY: "1 have alto take an active part in this its inspiration and in the warmth ways had an interest in the physirole that House Association of its fellowship; I wish to share cal activities of the students on
in imparting its warmth and in- campus - for the fitness gained
Are you dateless tonight?
spiration to each individual on as well as the sociability exP'ne No Longer!
our campus. I believe the YWCA Perienced. 1 would like to be
Our CUPID COMPUTER S is a vital organization with po- a workmK member of theorganiwill scan, check, match setential to become even more zatl0n <AA> tnat serves tne stu"
lect and introduce you to important as the school grows."! dents in the promotion of recreaH
physical activity.
your MOST COMPATIBLE
BETTY THOMASSON: "I be- tional
JANE CURLE: "I feel that the
single dates. You will receive
lieve that a religious organizatheir names and phone numtion such as the YWCA is an Athletic Association has a very
bers: they will receive vours
important program on any col- important role in the program
Now. the Science is Cheini.-lege campus. I would like to offered by Longwood College.
11 wnd ROMANCE is yours!
take a leading role in the coming The AA can offer some form of
Fill out and mail the coupon
year in promoting Longwood's activity to every Longwood Colbelow, and ,\ou will receive
YWCA, thus strengthening oui lege student. Because I would
like to help make these activities
mil
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office with the intention of fulfilling this duty and with the
hope of working closely with the
AA Council to maintain and further the athletic activities at
Longwood."
JANE TIBBS: "I am running
for Secretary of the Athletic
Association because I want to
serve more fully in an organization which I feel is of prime
importance to each student because of its promotion, not only
of red and green spirits, but also
of the blue and white spirit."
LYNNE RACHAL: "Because
the Athletic Association was designed for the entire student
body, I believe that the students
should be made more aware of
the competitive and recreational
activities available to them. I
am running for Treasurer of the
Athletic Association because I
am interested in increasing the
opportunities for students to participate in athletics at Longwood."
PEGGY SHULTS: "The Athletic Association should be of
equal importance to every student. The growth of the Athletic
Association must parallel that
of the student body in its support
and organization of class and
color competition. This can only
be accomplished by participation,
active interest, and support of
the entire student body."
Candidates for Freshman
Counselor are Chris McDonnell,
Betsy Rice, and Kitty Wyman.
Their statements of candidacy
as as follows:
CHRIS MCDONNELL: "Being
a member of the present Freshman Commission, I feel I am
qualified for advising next year's
commission. Having an interest
in the YWCA and its future, I
would like to make the succeeding commission a successful
functioning branch of the YWCA."
BETSY RICE: "I am running
for the office of Freshman Counselor because I feel that after
serving on the present Freshman
Commission I will be qualified
to direct next year's Commission. The Freshman Counselor
is in charge of directing the
Commission in decoration for
the Rotunda for Christmas and
in collecting for WUS."
KITTY WYMAN: "lam running
for this office because I want
work as closely with my class
and the YWCA as possible. The
Freshman Counselor has a wonderful opportunity to do this as
she helps the Freshman Commission plan and co-ordinate its
activities."

SUPPORT
MINOR
ELECTIONS

Around
The
Campi
It's about those girls in
Wheeler who have a song for
every reason, and an occasion
for every song.. .
Glad to see the Chi painters
busily back at work.
» * *
Are Tabb and Student Building
REALLY haunted?. . .and how
about "Lights Out" for Tabb?
» * *
Quote of the Week: "Let your
page do the walking through. . ."
* * *
Will whoever placed the little
green mailbox next to the regular one please remove it?
* * *
Thought of the Week: Did a
flying saucer really buzz Wheeler
dorm?
* * *
Speaking of hayrides. . .
» * *

Cute of Cox to play Tropic
of Cancer and North Pole!
* » *
Welcome to our New Business
Manager and Assistant Business
Manager!
* * *
Support coming minor elections with interest, as well as
your vote!
* * *
"The Rotunda" salutes Linda
Gardner, Eleanor Walnes, Sharon
Bannon, Peggy Wilkins and Nancy
Young for their new off ices. Congratulations!!!!!
* » *
Notice the seniors who have
recently assumed that new
"Swinger" look0 Joey's beendoing quite a business...

Xmas Pageant
Seeks Spirited
Student Body
By OLIVIA JOHNSON
Each year the YWCA presents
a Christmas Pageant to stimulate the true spirit of Christmas
within each of the members of
the student body. This year the
pageant will be presented December 14, at seven o'clock.
The Madonna will be chosen by
the student body from five girls
selected by the YWCA. These
girls have been nominated because they possess the qualities
characteristic of the Madonna.
This year the pageant will be
different from previous pageants
in that a skit will be presented
with speaking parts for the characters. Inez Colom, a sophomore
member of theYWCAis in charge
of the skit.
After the skit is presented,
the heads of the various organizations on campus will place
donations in the manger. These
donations will be used to make
Christmas brighter for needy
families in Farmville.

Candidates for Freshman Counsellor are, I. l<> r„ Kitty
Wyman. Betsy Hire, and Chris McDonnell.
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LC Sororities Announce Bids In Fall Rush
The following girls are pledges West Cunningham, Lynda Ann
for Fall, 1966, for the nine1 Driver, Deborah Ann Duff, Jane
sorority chapters located here Edmondson, Stuart Elizabeth
at Longwood College.
Fowlkes, Sharon Leah Gray,
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA - Elizabeth Ann Hockaday, Maria
Phyllis Rue Carter, Martha Scott Chandler Kilmartin, Sylvia LoConway, Sheila Gayle Daniel, rena Knight, Dale McKeithan
Joyce Faye Darby, Betty Jean Moore, Sandra Shepherd PeterEstes, Mary Helen Janss, Lynnj sen, Judy Harvey Petitt, Mary
Kunhardt, Barbara Ann Merica, Elizabeth Rice, Bonnie Jewel
Lorraine Moriconi, Josephine i Scearce, Donna Jean Sistrunk,
Ann Newberry, Virginia Claire i Priscilla AnnStefanak, Katherine
Padgette, Ann Lucas Phillips, Temple Vaden, and Meredith
Julie Cathryn Primm, Nancy Jim i Elaine Vedder.
Schwartz, Pamela Janice Sellers, I ALPHA SIGMA TAU - Linda
and Suzanne Marie Turner.
Shepard Andrews, Robin Colaine
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA - Pa- Atkinson, Martha John Blair,
tricia Lee Albis, Mary Agnes Nancy Carolyn Blane, Linda Sue
Armentrout, Becky Ann Bar- Compton, Anne Grant Creektholomew, Marilyn Jean Bates, more, Mary Alice Elwang, PaSarah Jane Borum, Marjorie tricia Ann Fisher, Donna Marie
Cheryl Brown, Marion Tucker Graham, Wilda White Lucy, SuButler, Betty Ray Carey, Claudia san Marie Martin, Julia Irene

Museum Artmobile
Arrives Here Dec. 12

DR. THOMAS PARKE HUGHES

Hughes Speaks To LC
At Recent Assembly
Dr. Thomas Parke Hughes was
assembly speaker here yesterday, talking on the topic of "National Socialist Technology," at
1:00 p.m. in Jarman Auditorium.
He is a visiting Associate Professor at Johns Hopkins University, and Fellow in the Center
for the Study of Recent American History.
Born in Richmond, Virginia,
Dr. Hughes received his BME,
M. A. and Ph.D. from the University of Virginia. He is a member of the Advisory Council of
the History of Technology Society, Advisory Editor of "Technology and Culture," Executive
Director of the History of Technology Conference, 1963, formerly held a Fulbright post for
doctoral research in Munich,
Germany, and has done extensive
foreign travel and research in
Great Britain, Germany and Italy.
Former positions include As-

sociate Professor of History,
M. I. T., Visiting Associate Professor of History of Technology,
University of Wisconsin, Washington and Lee University, Sweet
Briar College, University of Virginia, University of Richmond
(summer), and the Harvard University extension (evening
courses).
Dr. Hughes has had many publications, including "The Railway: A Technological Frontier,"
and "The Engineer in History."

Dr. Lane To Help
In Selecting Va.
State Textbooks

A Longwood College faculty
member is helping select basic
textbooks to be used in state
; secondary schools during the next
six years.
As a member of the current
state textbook evaluation committee, Dr. Charles F. Lane,
chairman of the department of
history and social sciences at
Longwood, spent three days laJt
Ceramic art students took a week in Richmond recommending
field trip December 1 to the books for future state-wide use
Virginia Art Museum in Rich- in the teaching of world geogramond.
phy at the ninth grade level and
Anne Smith, the new resident world history for the 10th grade.
potter at the museum, exhibited Other books selections being
her ceramic and sculpture to made at this time include: Engthe fifteen Longwood art stu- lish for elementary and high
dents.
school, economics for high
Miss Smith has both a bachelor schools, problems of democracy
and masters degree of fine arts (sociology) for high school, and
in ceramics. She has recently foreign languages for high school.
completed a tour of Europe and
The primary purpose of last
is now living in residence at the 1 week's sessions of the commitmuseum. Her job entails teaching tee was to enable publishers'
three classes at the museum i representatives to make sales
and giving lecture-demonstra- ] presentations in behalf of books
tions. Like ancient potters, she they have submitted for statemakes her own domestic pottery wide adoption.
for both useful and decorative Dr. Lane stated that as an
purposes.
evaluator he already had reThe art students visited Miss viewed some 25 textbooks. Final
Smith in the Robinson House reports must be submitted by
where her studios are located. Nov. 18 to the State Board of
Here she demonstrated the use Education. The state board is
of various equipment, materials, expected to act on the commituid methods in creating ceramic tee's recommendations at its Desculpture.
cember meeting. New adoptions
The art students also viewed become effective July 1, 1967.
the Bi-Annual Virginia ArtistI
Normally about four books are
Collection of pictures on display adopted in each subject field.
ii the museum.
However, more or fewer than
that number may be selected,
depending upon quality.
Localities must use a stateapproved text in a subject field
as basic material, but may supplement the basal text with other
books. State adoptions are made
by a staggered plan in which onethird of all school textbooks are
submitted every two years.

Ceramic Students
Take Field Trip
To Va. Museum

Patronize
Rotunda
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of the great occasion, a tradition
By CAROLYN ANN DAVIS
The Civilizations of ancient widely practiced today.
Sumeria, Egypt, Greece and Another fine example of cuneiRome have long since vanished, form writing is found on a clay
but skilled artisans left behind cylinder from the late Babylonian
a legacy in stone, clay, and period. There is also another
bronze. . .works of art that have fine piece of Sumerian bronze,
a horse bit made in early Persia.
survived the centuries.
Magnificent examples of this Ancient Egypt, the second oldartistic creativity are displayed est civilization covered in the
in "Art of the Ancient World" Artmobile exhibition, is repreon the Virginia Museum's Art- ; sented by a painted limestone
mobile IV, due to arrive here figure rendered in the shape
December 12, 1966 and will re- of a mummy. It was created about
main on campus until December the time Moses led his people
17.
out of Egypt.
The vehicle, which is on its Called a shawabti, the figure
first circuit of 16 Virginia col- personifies a servant who will
leges and universities, will be wait upon his master in the
made available to students of next world. In some cases hunart and other related courses dreds of these small figures
at specific times. The general were placed in the tomb of the
student body is invited to view deceased.
the exhibition from 3 to 4 p.m., A variety of other articles
December 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16, from Egypt are displayed, inand from 7 to 9 Tuesday even- cluding a gold and amethyst necking, December 13. The Artmobile lace and ring from Byblos and
is open daily from 9 a.m. during a limestone relief of a butchering
SANTA CLARA, CALIF., (I.P.)
the week of December 12 for scene.
groups. Groups wishing to attend A classic example of fifth cen- U Results of the Alpha Sigma
are asked to call Miss Bedford tury B.C. Greek art in the Art- Nu study hours poll at the Unimobile exhibition is the marble versity of Santa Clara, according
for group reservations.
The exhibition brings together relief of the Greek goddess to a spokesman for the College
art from four of the world's Athena. Displaying a superb re- of Arts and Sciences which sponmost significant and influential lationship of form and expres- sored the survey was twofold:
civilizations. The Sumerians sion, the work probably was done first, to help individual teachwere thought to have invented as an act of worship to please ers know if they are assigning
too much or too little work,
writing. The first great sculptors the goddess.
and
secondly, to help department
Greek
artistry
is
further
repand architects worked in Egypt.
The Greeks developed a rich resented by a beautiful white chairmen determine whether
culture that insisted on a fusion marble harp player and a black some part of the major program
of intellectual and artistic con- amphora, a vase with painted is too heavy a work load.
tent, as embodied in their sculp- figures.
Each professor received the
ture, architecture, drama, and One of the most realistic grade and amount of time spent
philosophy. And the Romans, !carvings in the exhibition is the on the course of each student,
while relying on the conquered head of a Roman republican,
Greeks for much of their intel- ja delicate work rendered with a without the student's name. By
comparing the amount of time
lectual and artistic life, were (precision and attention to detail spent by the "A" and "B" stuunsurpassed in the legal and associated with Roman art. The
administrative genius responsi- head was believed to have been dents to that spent by the "D"
ble for molding their far flung carved about 50 B.C.
territories under a central con- Other Roman works are a gold
dolphin pin and a terra cotta
trol.
Thirty-nine pieces of stone- campana relief depicting a lion
work, pottery, and sculpture, all hunt.
from the Virginia Museum's Artmobile IV was donated to
permanent collection, are fea- jthe Virginia Museum by private
tured in the exhibition. One of sources. Private funds also made
the oldest is a bronze foundation possible the orientation program
of a Sumerian king, Shul-Gi. that will be administered on camIts importance lies in the fact pus by an Artmobile chairman.
that it is inscribed with cunei- The chairman at Longwood Colform, perhaps the earliest form lege is Mrs. Janice Lemen, Asof writing, and that the Sumerians sociate Professor of Art.
The Artmobile will visit 16
developed the use of bronze.
Shul-Gi, the inscription re- Virginia colleges and universiveals, was the mighty king of ties on its inaugural tour. A
Ur and builder of a great wall. second circuit, with an exhibition
The basket on his head carries to be announced, will begin in
clay to be used in laying the February.
first brick. The figure was placed The Artmobile will be located
in the cornerstone and a souvenir in the parking lot on the mall.

U. Of Santa Clara Holds

Survey Of Study Hours

Teachers Of Singing
Name Fleshman 1st.
The Music Department of
Longwood is proud to announce
the selection of Miss Elizabeth
Ann Fleshman as first place
winner in the college sophomore women's division of the
annual Southeastern Regional
Auditions of the National Association of Teachers of Singing.
On November 11-12 vocalists
from the four states of North
Carolina, South Carolina, West
Virginia, and Virginia |ftt
in Winston-Salem, N. C, to vie
for coveted mu
Is, one
of which Ann received. A

more music major from Healing
Springs, Ann is active in B.S.U.
and Sigma Alpha Iota (soloist,
contralto voice), and hopes to
teach upon graduation. She is a
voice pupil of Prof. James K.
McCombs. Congratulations to
both of you!

Honors Council
Quote
The one exclusive fi| I
a thorough knowledge i
power of teaching.

students, the professors were
able to determine if they are
assigning a fair amount of homework. The department chairmen
received the complete program
of department majors, with each
student's GPA and the amount
of time spent on each course.
The administration stressed that
there is little guarantee of the
accuracy of each student's estimate; however, the average and
the ability to compare students
according to the grades they received should provide a reliable
index. If the results are found
useful by professors, and therefore, indirectly by students the
administration hopes to take a
poll every winter and spring
quarter, after fall and winter
grades are in.
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Bishop, Leitch Show Art Work
In Lancaster Library Exhibit
Selected works of Miss Barbara L. Bishop, a former Roanoke artist who is now a member of the Longwood College
art faculty, are being shown in
a two-man exhibit on the college campus.
Showing in the exhibition room
of the Lancaster Library are
some 92 drawings and prints
by Miss Bishop and Miss Nancy
Leitch, another member of the
college's art faculty. Many of
the pieces are for sale.
Becoming well known as a
print maker, Miss Bishop recently participated in the national print show at Peabody
Teacher's College, Nashville,
Tennessee, and the southeastern
print and drawing show in Jacksonville, Florida.
Her present exhibit of 22 prints
and drawings represents the
artist's search for self and an
idea. She believes that as an
Miss Barbara Bishop, left, and Miss
prepare their 2-man exhibit.
artist she is "linked by existence
Nancy Lritch. both of the Art Department,
to time, place, and history, and
that her beliefs, disbeliefs, affirmations and negations direct
her revelation - through creation - of a unique and private
vision of the world." She continually searches for an understanding of the severance of man
from his earth, and the phenoBy RUTH MOREHEAD
piano. In fact, it seems the per- sound that typifies Chopin.
One of the greatest challenges former took the entire first half
Perhaps the most outstanding mena of nature.
that even the most accomplished of the program to "warm up" to part of the program was the Miss Bishop further states,
musician may encounter is to the instrument upon which she "Marcia Funebre" from the "So- "this is a world of multiplied
nata in B flat minor." Miss dimensions where it is the primal
present a recital of works by one was playing.
Although Miss Siedzieniewska Siedzieniewska showed a defi- instinct of man to uphold the
and only one composer. Either by
programming selections that tended to emphasize the soft and nitely sensitive understanding of continuing cycle of his life, and
have the same idiomatic sound or more reflective passages of the phrasing. Adept was she at it is the challenge of the earth
by concentrating on one specific Chopin throughout the program, displaying the touch needed to to hold secure the secret forms
aspect of a composer's style, the the first half seemed to face with- convey the emotional impact of and structures of its own exisimpact of a versatile perform- in one dynamic level. Because of one of the most famous funeral tence."
ance may be lost. Perhaps this this, the Nocturnes, Mazurkas, marches in the piano repertoire Most of the prints Included
in this exhibit are done in black
is the outstanding weakness of the the Polonaises seemed to have today.
and white by a print-making propiano recital of Chopin's works the same tonal color andqualitygiven by Halina Siedzieniewska on which should not be the case in It is indeed unfortunate that due cess called intaglio which inNovember 8 at the Artist Series. Chopin's works.
to either poor programming or volves an incised design on a
To this writer Miss SiedHowever, during the second over concentration upon onepar- copper or zinc plate. Other techzieniewska failed to capture the portion of the program, it seems ticular aspect of Chopin's style, I niques of design development in
the exhibit include etchings, ensubtle nuances that characterize the pianist finally found her in- the potential displayed in the sec- '•■
Chopin as one of the most pro- strument. With each piece she ond half of the program was not j gravings, acquaints, and soft
colors.
lific and versatile composers for progressively came closer to the evidenced in the first.

Loss Of Versatility Greatest Fault
In Siedzieniewska Performance

Works of Miss Nancy V. Leitch,
a former art teacher from Newport News are shown also.
An artist who favors living
and natural forms for her subjects, many of Miss Leitch's
drawings in this exhibit were
modeled by living animals. She
has spent many hours in zoos
around the country observing and
memorizing characteristic
movements and structural details
of animals. She prefers to let
her drawings speak for themselves rather than comment upon
what she has hoped to accomplish in her artistic efforts.
She states that drawing presents a challenge to both skill and
thought for it requires long visual

training to develop the ability
to separate as well as synthesize the qualities one wishes to
emphasize. Many of her drawings are the groundwork for creations in another medium, suchaa
sculpture, in which she is an
accomplished worker.
As a graduate of Carnegie
Institute of Technology, Miss
Leitch studied under the Swedish
sculptor, Carl Milles. She also
studied ceramics under Maijt
GroteU at Cranbrook Academy
of Art.
Winner of many awards, she
is represented in both private
and public coUections abroad,
as well as in the United States.

Science Department
Has Recent Seminars
By KAREN CAMPBELL
On December 1, 1966, a chemistry seminar was held at 7 p.m.
in Stevens Hall. The guest speaker, Mr. Joseph J. Law, led a discussion on "Activation Analysis." The discussion centered
around a method of elemental
analysis, theory, handling of
samples and applications.
On December 6, Dr. Carl W.
Vermuelen, assistant Professor
of Biology at William and Mary
College, conducted a joint Biology
Seminar with the biology staff
and students of both Longwood and
Hampden-Sydney Colleges. The
topic of discussion was "The
Genetic Mapping of the Rebosomol RNA Law in E. Coli and the
Direction of Chromosome Replication in HRF Strains: The Mapping of an Ur-gene."
Dr. Vermuellen did his undergraduate work at Hope College,
Holland, Michigan. He received

his M. A. in Biochemistry, and,
under the direction of Professor
Kimball C. Attwood, a Doctorate
in the area of microbial genetic*
from the University of Illinois.
After the seminar, Dr. Vermuelen discussed the opportunities for advanced work at William
and Mary.
I vThriiis Society sponsored
Dr. S. J. Kilpatrlck, Jr.. wbe
■poke on Biometry and the
graduate school prorram offered at the Medical Collece
of Virginia, on December 5.
1966 In Stevens Hall at 7: Of
p.m. Dr. Kilpatrlck li especially Interested in contactlnf
seniors who wish to become
full time graduate students.
who have demonstrated ability In pure or applied
mathematics, and who arc
Interested In a research or
teaching career.

Are YOU One Of GlamourV'TenBest-Dressed
College Girls" For 1967?
You May Be ... And Now You Will Have The
Opportunity To Represent Longwood
Any organization or individual on campus is invited to submit their nomination
of a candidate to "The Rotunda",c/*Suzan Woltz, Wheeler 202, by January 14,
1967. A committee, to be announced later, will do the judging and select
Longwood's "Best Dressed Girl."
In choosing your candidate, consider the following:
1.
2.
S.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

A clear understanding of her fashion type.
A workable wardrobe plan.
A suitable campus look (she's in line with local customs).
Appropriate-not rah, rah-look for off-campus occasions.
Individuality in her use of colors, accessories.
Imagination in managing a clothes budget.
Good grooming, not just neat, but impeccable.
Clean, shining, well-kept hair.
Deft use of make-up (enough to look pretty, but not overdone).
Good figure, beautiful posture.

Watch "The Rotunda" for further details, and watch your coeds A "Best Dressed College Girl" is among us!

